ERA-Net Smart Energy Systems event at the Nordic Clean Energy Week in Malmö, Sweden

ERA-Net SES Call Launch “RegSys” @Speeding up for Change main event
May 23, 2018, High Court, Malmöhusvägen 1, 211 18 Malmö, Sweden
The Swedish Energy Agency, in collaboration with “Challenge for Sweden”, UN-HABITAT and Swedish
Incubators and Science Parks is organising an afternoon event with representatives of cities and
regions, philanthropists and other individuals and organisations who are eager to work together to
effect change using design thinking and challenge-based innovation.
ERA-Net SES will host four sessions during the whole program:
• Launch of ERA-Net SES Call on Integrated Regional Energy Systems
The Joint Call for Research, Development & Innovation (RDI) projects funded under the ERANet SES focus initiative on Integrated Regional Energy Systems will be officially launched.
Those interested in applying for funding are welcome to join.
• Co-Creation Session for potential project partners
In a break-out session, potential applicants will get together with different types of
stakeholders that can bring in the regional perspective and point to practical needs for RDI. In
this co-creation session, participants will match their project ideas with specific needs and
meet potential partners for their projects.
• Information Booth for Applicants
During the mingling in the end of the event, ERA-Net SES will be present with a booth
providing more specific information on formal requirements of the 2018 call for projects.
Representatives from the Call Management will be present to answer your questions.
• Speed Dating with regional drinks and food
ERA-Net SES will offer a tasting of regional drinks and food featuring a “project partner speeddating” for potential call applicants. During this networking event, participants have the
opportunity to meet others interested in participating in the call and looking for project
partners.
Agenda of Speeding up for Change
When?
13:00

What?
Registration, welcome remarks

14:05

What change?

14:30

How to drive change

15:00

Opportunities and impact potential in cities and regions

15:10

Global process for finding bankable projects

15:20

Team up for change - Introduction

15:30

•

Investment fund for cities and regions

•

Sustainable local energy system innovation contest

•

ERA-Net SES: Integrated local and regional energy systems (RegSys research call)

•

Contest: the future of mobility

•

A Challenge from Sweden - global network for sustainable energy and mobility

Simultaneous workshops
•
•
•

Investment fund for cities and regions - challenge-based 100 USD million fund
for energy mobility investments in cities
Sustainable local energy system innovation contest - co-develop a contest to
be launched later 2018
ERA-Net SES Focus Initiative RegSys - launch of a 40 USD million RD&I call on
integrated local and regional energy systems
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•
•
16:30

Implementation - sign up for testing solutions from mobility and/or energy
challenges
Global network - formulate your needs in relation to sustainable cities, mobility
and energy

Presentations from the four workshops
Closing remarks

17:00

Mingle
Network with some of the inspiring people from the Mission Innovation and Nordic Clean
Energy Week. We will serve food and beverages and it will be an evening with unique
networking opportunities for investors, companies, cities, regions and politicians.

See the full programme here.
Please be aware that you have to register for this event on the ERA-Net Smart Energy System
Event page (here).
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